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Never flying with Cebu Pacific ever again!

I feel so cheated because I picked the airline for my trip to Manila this week after reading about other
influencers sharing their positive experience on it.

Cebu Pacific sponsored quite a few influencers this year for various trips, and since their social media
vibes seemed pretty good, I thought I'll fly with them to try it out!

WORST DECISION EVER. Unless they improve their services, I'm never gonna fly with them again.

Shared more about my nightmare on the blog – head over to sgbudgetbabe.com if you're curious.

Met up with a friend who flew with them for his diving trip to PH this year as well, and he told me about
how they RESCHEDULED his flight without notifying him!

Had it not been for the fact that he found it puzzling he didn't get an email the day before departure
inviting him to check in online (as most airlines usually send) and checked, he would have ended up
making a wasted trip to the airport and being a day late in his travels.

I'm appalled at how Cebu Pacific can even think it is acceptable to NOT inform their customers of
changes, be it flight delays like I experienced, or a complete reschedule of flights like with my friend.

Honestly, I'll just stick with our local budget carriers. Especially Scoot, which has only given me positive
experiences so far (and I've chosen them for multiple trips in the last 2 years).

Or maybe I'm just too spoilt by Singapore's budget carriers and their high standards. Oh well!

On another note, my wedding orders on Taobao are through and I'm quite excited for them to arrive!
Fingers crossed that the gown fits ? #taobaowedding #dayrebrides

One of my stocks is dropping and I'm waiting to accumulate! Hopefully it drops a little more so I can
buy in again – this will be my third entry averaging in down.

While another stock has climbed and I'm quite happy enough to wait for it to climb higher. Sitting on
30% profits now within 2 months!
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The warchest is at 30% now and I will deploy when the time is ripe. In the meantime, my eyes are
peeled.

Have a great weekend!
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